BY D. SEYFORT RUEGG
The twentieth volume in the series "Die Religionen der Menschheit" is devoted to the religions of two of the most important ethnic and cultural groups of Inner Asia and contains contributions by two eminent scholars, one a specialist in Indo-Tibetan studies and the other in Mongolian studies 1).
The first part of the volume (pp. 7-291) comprises an account of the religions of Tibet which is the outcome of Professor G. 704-755) as a possible propagator of Buddhism (as suggested for example by the sKar chun inscription 5) of his son, the Buddhist King par excellence, Khri -srofi -Ide -b6an, ca. 755-797), despite the fact that the determined opposition of his ministers evidently did not allow the king's efforts to bear much fruit (p. 14). Attention is here pertinently drawn to certain interesting parallels in the early history of Japan (p. 17). The following pages are given over
